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Abstract. Authorship identification can be viewed as a text categorization task.
However, in this task the most frequent features appear to be the most important
discriminators, there is usually a shortage of training texts, and the training texts
are rarely evenly distributed over the authors. To cope with these problems, we
propose tensors of second order for representing the stylistic properties of texts.
Our approach requires the calculation of much fewer parameters in comparison
to the traditional vector space representation. We examine various methods for
building appropriate tensors taking into account that similar features should be
placed in the same neighborhood. Based on an existing generalization of SVM
able to handle tensors we perform experiments on corpora controlled for genre
and topic and show that the proposed approach can effectively handle cases
where only limited training texts are available.
Keywords: Authorship identification, Tensor space representation, Text
categorization.

1 Introduction
Authorship identification is the task of assigning a text to an author, given a set of
candidate authors for whom texts of undisputed authorship are available. Beyond the
traditional approach based on human experts, this procedure can be automated by
computational tools able to capture and match the stylistic properties of texts and
authors [26, 32, 2]. The main idea is that by measuring some textual features we can
distinguish between texts written by different authors. Nowadays, such tools are of
increasing importance since there are plenty of texts in electronic form in Internet
media (e.g., blogs, online forum messages, emails, etc.) indicating many applications
of this technology, including forensics (identifying the authors of harassing email
messages), intelligence (attributing messages to known terrorists), etc. [1, 23, 8, 33,
35]
One main issue in the research on authorship identification is the definition of
appropriate textual features to quantify the stylistic properties of texts [13]. Many
different measures have been proposed including simple ones such as word
frequencies or character n-gram frequencies and more complex ones requiring some
sort of syntactic or semantic analysis [35]. The other main issue is the development of
attribution methodologies to assign texts to one candidate author. So far, the proposed

attribution models comprise standard discriminative algorithms (e.g., support vector
machines) [9] and generative models (e.g., Bayesian methods) [27] as well as models
specifically designed for authorship identification tasks [21, 29].
From a machine learning point-of-view, author identification can be viewed as a
multi-class single-label text categorization (TC) task [28]. Actually, several studies on
TC use this problem as just another testing ground together with other tasks, such as
topic identification, language identification, genre detection, etc. [4, 25, 34] However,
there are some points that make author identification a special TC task that should be
handled carefully, namely:
Feature selection: Author identification is a style-based TC task. In such tasks,
usually the most important features are the most frequent ones. On the contrary, in
topic-based TC, the most frequent features (e.g., words) are usually excluded since
they have little discriminatory power. Note that in case of word-features, the most
frequent words carry no semantic information. In style-based tasks, such meaningless
(or function) words are used unconsciously by the author, so they offer a way to
measure their stylistic properties.
Shortage of training texts: In a typical author identification application only a few
(possibly short) texts of undisputed authorship are available for the candidate authors.
So, it is crucial for the attribution methodology to be able to effectively handle cases
with low amount of training texts.
Class imbalance: It is not unusual to have an unequal distribution of training texts
over the candidate authors. Note that beyond the amount of training texts per author,
the length of training texts can also produce class imbalance conditions (in case we
have short texts for some authors and long texts for other authors). In such cases, the
evaluation procedure of an author identification approach should be carefully
designed, especially in forensic applications. That is, the fact that there is shortage of
training texts for one candidate author in comparison to the other authors does not
mean that this person is less likely to be the true author of the text in question.
In this paper, we present an approach that attempts to take into account the
aforementioned characteristics of the problem. In particular, we propose second order
tensor space models for text representation in contrast to the traditional vector space
models. The tensor models are able to handle the same amount of textual features
with the vector models but require much fewer parameters to be learnt. Therefore,
they are suitable for cases with limited training data. On the other hand, in contrast to
vector models, the positioning of each feature into the tensor model plays a crucial
role since relevant features should be placed in the same neighborhood. To solve this
problem, we propose a frequency-based metric to define the relevance between
features and explore several methods for filling the feature matrix. Using an existing
generalization of the SVM algorithm able to handle tensors of second order [6] we
perform experiments on text corpora controlled for genre and topic under balanced
and imbalanced conditions. In the latter case, we pay special attention to the

evaluation methodology so that the test corpus distribution over the authors is
uncorrelated with the corresponding distribution of the training corpus.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes previous work in
author identification while Section 3 describes in detail the proposed tensor space
models. Section 4 describes the conducted experiments and, finally, Section 5
summarizes the conclusions drawn by this study and proposes future work directions.

2

Previous Work

The majority of the work in authorship identification (or authorship attribution) deals
with defining appropriate measures for quantifying the writing style. This line of
research is known as stylometry [13]. Several hundreds of stylometric features have
been proposed attempting to find measures that are reliable and accurate under
varying text-length, text types, and availability of text processing tools. The most
traditional features are word-based in accordance to work in topic-based text
categorization. However, in author identification, the most frequent words have been
proved to be the most important ones [5]. Such words, including articles, prepositions,
conjunctions, (‘stop words’ in information retrieval terminology) are usually excluded
from topic-based classification since they carry no semantic information. On the other
hand, they are closely related to certain syntactic structures. That is why they are also
called ‘function’ words. So, their use indicates the use of certain syntactic structures
by the author. Several sets of function words have been defined for English [2, 3, 20].
An alternative way to automatically define the function word set is to extract the most
frequent words in a corpus [24, 29]. There are also attempts to use word n-grams to
exploit contextual information [27, 7]. However, this process considerably increases
the dimensionality of the problem and has not produced encouraging results so far.
Another way to represent text is by using character n-gram frequencies [17, 30].
Again the most frequent character n-grams (n contiguous characters) include the most
important information. Although the dimensionality of the problem is increased in
comparison to a function word approach, it is much smaller in comparison to a word
n-gram approach. Methods based on such features have produced very good results in
several author identification experiments and texts in various languages [17, 16, 30,
11]. However, there is still no consensus about the definition of an appropriate n value
(the length of character n-grams) for certain natural languages and text types. Another
character-based approach makes use of existing text compression tools to estimate the
similarity of texts [4, 25].
A more elaborate type of features involves the use of natural language processing
tools to extract syntactic [32, 10, 12] or semantic information [3, 10]. In theory, such
features should better quantify the stylistic choices of the authors since they are used
unconsciously. However, the measurement of such features in raw text is still a
difficult procedure and the extracted measures are noisy. As a result, the
quantification of writing style is not accurate enough.
Beyond the definition of stylometric features, the research in author identification
is dominated by the development of effective attribution methodologies. A significant
part of the studies is based on discriminative models utilizing machine learning

techniques like SVM [9, 21, 23, 33], neural networks [35], ensemble methods [29]
etc. Such powerful machine learning algorithms can effectively cope with high
dimensional and sparse data. Another approach is to apply a generative model, like a
naïve Bayes model [27]. Yet another approach is to estimate the similarity between
two texts [4, 17].
Recently, a number of studies take into account factors such as training set size,
imbalanced training data, and the amount of candidate authors in order to build more
reliable author identification methods. Marton. et al. [25] and Hirst & Feiguina [12]
examine the effectiveness of author identification methods under limited training text
conditions. Stamatatos [30] proposes a model for handling limited and imbalanced
training texts. In another study, Stamatatos [31] proposes text sampling methods for
re-balancing an imbalanced training corpus to improve author identification
performance. Finally, Madigan, et al. [24] test various author identification methods
in cases with high number of candidate authors.

3

Tensor Space Representation

In a vector space model, a text is considered as a vector in Rn, where n is the number
of features. A second order tensor model considers a text as a matrix in Rx⊗Ry, where
x and y are the dimensions of the matrix. A vector x∈Rn can be transformed to a
second order vector X∈Rx⊗Ry provided n≈x*y. Notice that the same features are used
in both the vector and the tensor model.
A linear classifier in Rn (e.g., SVM) can be represented as aTx+b, that is, there are
n+1 parameters to be learnt (b, ai, i=1,…,n). Similarly, a linear classifier in Rx⊗Ry can
be represented as uTXv+b, that is, there are x+y+1 parameters to be learnt (b, ui,
i=1,…y, vj, j=1,…x). Consequently, the number of parameters is minimized when x=y
(i.e., square matrix) and this is much lower than n. Therefore, the vector space
representation is more suitable in cases with limited training sets since much fewer
parameters have to be learnt. Note that in both cases the amount of textual feature is
the same (n). However, in the tensor model the position of each feature within the
matrix plays a crucial role for the performance of the model since each feature is
strongly associated with the features of the same row or column. On the other hand,
the position of a feature in the vector model does not affect the performance of the
model.
3.1

Support Tensor Machines

To be able to handle tensors instead of vectors, we use a generalization of SVM,
called support tensor machines (STM) [6]. Initially, this algorithm sets u=(1,…,1)T
and uses it to compute the initial v. Then, it works iteratively by computing in each
step a new u and v as follows (given a set of training examples {Xi,yi}, i=1,…,m):
Computation of v (provided u) solving the following optimization problem:

min
v , b ,ξ

m
1 2 T
u v v + C∑ ξi
2
i =1

(1)

subject to y i (v X u + b) ≥ 1 − ξ i , ξ i ≥ 0, i = 1,..., m
T

T
i

Note that this optimization problem is the same as the standard SVM algorithm. So,
any computation method used in SVM can also be used here.
Computation of u (provided v) solving the following optimization problem:
m
1 2
min v u T u + C ∑ ξ i
v , b ,ξ 2
(2)
i =1

subject to y i (u T X Ti v + b) ≥ 1 − ξ i , ξ i ≥ 0, i = 1,..., m
Again, this optimization problem is the same as the standard SVM algorithm and any
computation method used in SVM can also be used here. The procedure of calculating
new values for u and v is repeated until they tend to converge.
3.2

Feature Relevance

Since the tensor-based model takes into account associations between features (each
feature is strongly associated with features in the same row and column) it is crucial
to place relevant features in the same neighbourhood. To suitably transform a vector
representation to a second order tensor representation, one has to define what features
are considered relevant and how relevant features are placed in the same
neighbourhood.
As it has been demonstrated by several authorship identification studies, the
frequency of features is a crucial factor for their significance [14, 19]. Actually, the
frequency information is more important than the discriminatory power of the features
when examined individually. Following this evidence, in this paper, we use the
frequency of occurrence as the factor that determines relevance among features.
Particularly, in a binary classification case, where we want to discriminate author A
from author B, the relevance r(xi) of a feature xi is:
f A ( xi ) − f B ( xi )
r ( xi ) =
(3)
f A ( xi ) + f B ( xi ) + b
where fA(xi) and fB(xi) are the relative frequencies of occurrence of feature xi in the
texts of author A and B, respectively, and b a smoothing factor. The higher the r(xi),
the more important the feature xi for author A. Similarly, the lower the r(xi), the more
important the feature xi for author B. Note, that the relevance metric is not necessarily
associated with the discriminatory power of each feature. However, a feature with
high (low) relevance value is likely to be a good discriminator for author A (B) since
it is found more times in their texts in comparison to author B (A).

⎡ P1 P 2⎤
⎢ P3 P 4⎥
⎣
⎦
P1 comprises features strongly associated with author A
P4 comprises features strongly associated with author B
P2 and P3 comprise neutral features
Fig. 1. A second order tensor divided into four parts according to the feature relevance.

3.3

Matrix Filling

Given a ranking of features according to the relevance metric, we need a strategy to
fill the matrix of features having in mind that relevant features should be placed in the
same neighbourhood. To this end, we consider that each matrix is segmented into four
parts of equal size, as it is depicted in figure 1. The upper left part (P1) is filled with
features strongly associated with author A, the lower right part (P4) is filled with
features strongly associated with author B, while the two remaining parts (P2 and P3)
are filled with relatively neutral features. So, we attempt to create a distance between
the features strongly associated with one of the authors in both rows and columns of
the feature matrix. Moreover, each row or column of the matrix is strongly associated
with one of the authors since it contains some very relevant features for that author
and a number of neutral features. That is, the rows and columns of the matrix are
composed of a combination of features from P1 and P2 or P3 as well as a
combination of features from P4 and P2 or P3. On the other hand, there are no rows
or columns of the matrix that contain features strongly associated with both authors
(that is, a combination of features from P1 and P4 is not allowed).
To place each feature within each part of the matrix we fill the columns of that part
of the matrix from left to right with decreasing relevance values. As a result, the
columns of the matrix are filled with features of similar relevance values, while the
rows are filled with features of mixed relevance values. This is depicted in figure 2a.
We call this matrix filling approach symmetric cross.
A variation of this technique is to fill each part of the matrix diagonally. In more
detail, we start from the upper left corner of each part of the matrix and fill the
diagonals with decreasing relevance values, as it is shown in figure 2b. This method
distributes the most significant features in a fairer way across the rows and columns
of the matrix. We call this matrix filling method cross-diagonal.
Yet another variation of the symmetric cross method is to segment the feature
matrix into four parts of different size. That is, the upper left part may be smaller than
the lower right part of the matrix (see figure 2c). This may correspond to the cases
where only a few features are strongly associated with author A while most of the
features are associated with author B. The boundaries of the parts of the matrix can be
found by examining the relevance values given that positive relevance values indicate
features important for author A and negative relevance values indicate features
important for author B. We call this matrix filling method asymmetric cross.
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Fig. 2. Examples of matrix filling with the proposed techniques. The feature numbers
correspond to the ranking of 36 features according to their relevance (1 correspond to the
feature with higher relevance value). Features in boldface (P1) are strongly associated with
author A, features in boldface italics are strongly associated with author B (P4). (a) Symmetric
cross: the four parts of the matrix are of equal size and the columns of each part are filled with
features of decreasing relevance from the left to the right. (b) Cross-diagonal: the four parts of
the matrix are of equal size and each part is filled with features of decreasing relevance from
upper left corner to the lower right corner. (c) Asymmetric cross: the four parts of the matrix
are of different size and the columns of each part are filled with features of decreasing
relevance from the left to the right.

4

Experiments

4.1

Corpus and Settings

The corpora used for evaluation in this study consist of newswire stories in English
taken from the publicly available Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1) [22]. Although
this corpus was not particularly designed for evaluating author identification methods,
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Fig. 3. (a) A 5:10 imbalanced corpus of 10 authors comprising at least 5 texts per author and a
maximum of 10 texts for some authors. (b) A balanced corpus of 10 authors comprising 50
texts per author.

it offers a large pool of texts of unquestioned authorship that cover a variety of topics
and it has already been used by previous studies [24, 18, 31]. We selected the top 10
authors with respect to the amount of texts belonging to the topic class CCAT (about
corporate and industrial news) to minimize the topic factor for distinguishing between
texts. Given that this corpus is already controlled for genre, we expect the authorship
factor to be the most important discriminating factor.
We produced several versions of this corpus by varying the amount of training
texts per author. To produce three balanced training corpora, we used 50, 10 or 5
training texts per author, respectively. In all cases, the test corpus comprises 50 texts
per author not overlapping with the training texts (see figure 3b).
To produce imbalanced training corpora we applied a Gaussian distribution over
the authors. In particular, we set the minimum and maximum amount of training texts
per author and an imbalanced Gaussian distribution defines the amount of training
texts per author as it is depicted in figure 3a. Three imbalanced training corpora were
used, 10:20, 5:10, and 2:10 where the notation a:b means that at least a training texts
are available for all the authors and b is the maximum amount of training texts per
author. The test corpus comprises 50 texts per author not overlapping with the
training texts and it is the same with the test corpus of the balanced training corpora.
Note that, by using a balanced test corpus when we know that the training corpus is
imbalanced, we attempt to simulate the general authorship identification case where
the availability of many training texts for one author should not increase their
probability to be the true author of the unknown texts.
4.2

Results

To represent the texts we used a character n-gram approach. Thus, the feature set
consists of the 2,500 most frequent 3-grams of the training corpus. This means that a
standard linear SVM model [15] can be built using vectors of 2,500 features.
Moreover, a second order tensor model can be built based on a 50x50 matrix. Note

that since we deal with a multi-class author identification task, we followed a one vs.
one approach, that is, for each pair of authors a STM model was built and the matrix
filling technique was based on the feature relevance for that pair of authors. Based on
preliminary experiments, we set the C parameter of linear SVM to 1, the
corresponding parameter for STM models to 0.1 and the smoothing parameter b equal
to 1.
We tested the STM models with the matrix filling techniques proposed in section
3.3 and compare it to the standard SVM model. The performance results for both the
balanced and imbalanced training corpora can be seen in table 1. Recall, that in all the
cases the test corpus is the same so these results are directly comparable. The method
called STM-Simple is based on a very naïve methodology for filling the feature
matrix: the features are ranked in decreasing frequency and, then, the rows of the
matrix are filled from the top row to the last raw and from left to right. Therefore, the
comparison of the techniques proposed in section 3.3 with this simple method reveals
the significance of taking into account the relevance of the features when filling the
matrix. As can be seen, the proposed techniques achieve clearly better performance
results in comparison to this simple baseline method. So, it is crucial to place similar
(relevant) features in the same neighbourhood when filling the feature matrix of an
STM model.
Comparing SVM and STM models for the balanced cases reveals that the standard
SVM model outperforms STM models when many training texts (50 per author) are
available. On the other hand, when the balanced training corpus is limited (10 or 5
texts per author) all the examined STM models are better than SVM. This confirms
our hypothesis that the STM can more effectively handle limited training data since
much fewer parameters have to be learnt. The imbalanced cases produce more
confused results. In two cases the SVM model is the clear winner while in the third
case an STM model slightly outperforms the SVM model.
Table 1. Classification accuracy (%) of the SVM and the proposed STM models with various
matrix filling techniques.

Model
SVM
STM-Simple
STM-Symmetric cross
STM-Cross-diagonal
STM-Asymmetric cross

5

50
80.8
70.4
76.6
76.0
78.0

Training texts per author
Balanced
Imbalanced
10
5
10:20
5:10
64.4
48.2
62.4
64.2
54.4
44.2
58.2
49.2
50.4
63.0
59.8
67.8
64.4
52.4
62.2
62.6
65.2
61.8
60.6
53.4

2:10
51.0
39.0
49.2
49.8
50.0

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an approach to author identification that is based on a
tensor space representation instead of the traditional vector space model. The
proposed representation can be used in a classification scheme that requires much
fewer parameters to be learnt and it is more suitable in cases where only limited

training data are available. Author identification is a representative example of this
type of problems where usually extremely limited texts of known authorship are
available, especially in forensic applications. A generalization of the SVM algorithm
able to handle second order tensors was used. The conducted experiments have shown
the effectiveness of the proposed model in cases of shortage of training texts in
comparison to a standard SVM model.
A consequence of the second order tensor representation is that the position of each
feature within the matrix plays a crucial role since features of the same row or column
are strongly associated. To place relevant features in the same neighborhood of the
matrix, we first defined a relevance metric that is based on frequency information and
then examined various matrix filling techniques. The comparison of the proposed
techniques to a baseline method revealed that the information we used is very
important for achieving good results. On the other hand, it is not clear which of the
proposed techniques is superior. Further experiments should be conducted towards
this direction.
The performed experiments were based on both balanced and imbalanced training
corpora. However, in all cases the test corpus was balanced to extract more reliable
evaluation results since in a typical author identification scenario, the existence of
many texts of undisputed authorship for one candidate author should not increase the
likelihood of being the true author of the unknown text. Although the proposed
models managed to increase the performance (in comparison to a standard vector
space SVM model) when dealing with limited training texts, their performance in the
imbalanced cases was not encouraging. More elaborated matrix filling techniques and
possibly a different definition of feature relevance should be tested for effectively
handling imbalanced training corpora in author identification tasks.
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